5400 WINDOWS
You don’t need to spend a fortune to obtain good quality
windows for your home, the 5400 model windows offer a
great performance for a low cost.
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Frame profiles are
chambered-adding
strength, rigidity and
enhanced thermal
performance.
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Dual-paned ¾
insulating glass unit
can be ordered with
optional Low E glass
and an Argon gas fill to
maximize energy
efficiency.
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Frames and sash, are
welded at mitered
corners to create strong
and rigid units.
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The sloped sill design
prevents water from pooling
during heavy rains.
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Multiple weatherseals at
various points around
each sash prevent
drafts.
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Closed-cell foam sill
bulb prevents water
infiltration.

On the popular Double Hung window style
where both sash move easily up and down,
low-profile latches at the meeting rail
release the sash to tilt in -allowing for
interior and exterior cleaning to be done
from the inside.
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Insulating glass unit is
set ½” into the sash to
keep edges warmer.
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5400 windows are more energy
efficient when ordered with optional
Low E glass and Argon gas-filled
insulating glass unit. Low E glass helps
keep homes warmer in winter and
cooler in summer.

FEATURES
At the point where operable
sash meet, the interlocking
design of the meeting rail or
stile secures sash
tightly together.
Windows with operable sash
move smoothly and easily
because of a constant force
coil spring balance system.

Double Hung windows
feature a vent latch for
partial ventilation.

Low profile steel cam lock
blends into the overall
window design.

A spacer system with a
U-channel design inside the
I.G. is more efficient than
conventional box spacers.

DECORATIVE GLASS

WINDOW STYLES

Double
Hung

Single
Hung

Slider

End Venting
Slider

Picture

Bay

Geometric

FRAME COLORS

Tinted
Gray

Tinted
Bronze

Obscure
Glass

GRID
Choose the frame color for
your window, both exterior
and ìnterior.

Clay

White

Tan
Colonial Perimeter Prairie

Available in three patterns, optional
grids are placed inside the insulating
glass unit to provide a smooth
cleaning surface.

White

Tan

Clay

Brass

Lifetime Limited Warranty
7700 and 5400 Replacement Windows
Wincore® Window Company LLC (referred to herein as
Wincore®), manufacturer of the 5400 and 7700 windows,
warrants to the original resident property owner where the
product is installed, that any 5400 or 7700 product
manufactured by Wincore® is free of manufacturing and
material defects. This warranty applies for the lifetime of the
product under normal use and service, subject to the
conditions and limitations listed herein, and as long as the
original purchaser resides in the home in which the products
were installed. If 5400 or 7700 products are installed in
multi-family, commercial, or rental properties, refer to the
Commercial Applications section of this warranty.
This warranty covers only manufacturing and material defects
as specified herein and does not include damages caused by
improper installation; normal weathering; accident, fire, flood,
acts of God, vandalism, riot, or civil disorder; acts of terrorism
or war; misuse; abuse by harmful fumes, vapors, solvents,
chemicals, or chemical pollutants in the atmosphere; mildew;
building settlement or structural failures of walls or
foundations; stresses resulting from localized heat that causes
excessive temperature differentials; or incidents beyond
Wincore’s® control.

Wincore® reserves the right to change or discontinue any
product it manufactures. If a warranted replacement part or
component of the product originally installed is not available,
Wincore® shall have the right to substitute a part or component
determined by Wincore® to be of equal quality and price.
The warranty statements contained in this certificate set forth
the only express warranties extended by Wincore® for 5400
and 7700 products, and the provisions herein shall constitute
the warranty holder’s exclusive remedy for breach of this
warranty given under this certificate. Wincore® shall not be
liable to the property owner for incidental or consequential
damages for breach of any written or implied warranty of
5400 and Series 7700 products. Some states do not allow
limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, or the
exclusion or limitations of incidental or consequential
damages, therefore this limitation/exclusion may not apply.
This limited warranty gives specific legal rights. There may be
other rights which may vary from state to state.

The power of collective thinking.
In this business, everyone knows that great people working
together end up providing great windows and doors. That’s why
when we set out to design and build the best windows and doors
in the industry, we focused on people first. People with advanced
technical knowledge. People who know how to do things right the
first time. But most importantly, people who realize that integrity
and trust are not simply words, but a way of life.
With more than 200 years of combined experience under our belts,
you can clearly see our promise of quality and innovation in every
window and door we make.
At Wincore®, our philosophy is simple. It’s not about being the
biggest. It’s about being the best. Because to us, that’s the way it
should be.

888-329-7202
wgroofs.com

